
How to linearize your data



On Wednesday, we are going to linearize our data.  Linearization is a 

method of looking at our data, and making into a line in order to determine 

the equation to describe the data.  The beauty of it is that though data is 

often messy and can be all over the place, a math function can describe the 

data and help us predict what will happen, without ever having to perform it 

live.

Our example scenario:

We are measuring how much water is being poured into a cup.  So, for every 

second, we are measuring the amount of water in the cup.

First click on the X data column to input your data for your independent 

variable (time).



Here I am inputting the heading information 

about my independent variable.

The “Name” is Time.

The “Short Nm” is t

The “Units” is s (for seconds)

Hit “Done”



Do the same thing for the Y axis.  You will 

input your header information for your 

Dependent Variable.  In this case, the volume 

of water in the cup.

Name: Volume of water

Short name: V

Unit: mL

Hit “Done”



After making your headings, you can input your data.  Here is the data I 

collected.  At each second, I measured how much water was in the cup.  At 

0s, there was 2.7mL of water.  At 1s, there was 5.9mL of water.  And so on.

The data is graphed automatically.  I hit the “Autoscale” button (the icon has 

a big, blue A) to scale my graph appropriately.  My data is displayed neatly.

Looking at my data, it looks like a line.  Let’s confirm by hitting the “Linear fit” 

button (the icon has a red line going through blue data).



Awesome!  It made such a nice line.  Looking at the slope, I can 

see that the rate at which water was added to my cup.  It looks 

like my slope is about 3 mL/s which means 3mL of water was 

added each second.  Sweet.

I can conclude that Time and Volume are directly proportional.  

As time increases, volume increases by a constant rate.

To make an equation, let’s follow our basic line-equation format: y=mx+b

y axis – Volume

m – 3 mL/s

x axis – Time

b – 3 mL

Formula:    V = (3 mL/s) t + (3 mL)

But what if the data didn’t come out so neatly….?



Someone else is pouring another glass of water, but this time, they aren’t as 

steady.  Take a look at my new data set and what the graph looks like now.

Hm, not so much a steady line.  In other words, every seconds, 3 mL of 

water is NOT being added to the cup.  It looks like more and more water is 

being added each second.

What kind of function does this appear to you?  It could be y=x2 or maybe 

even y=x3 !  Let’s see if it y=x2.  If it is, I am going to square the data on the 

x-axis.  In this case, I will square my Time data.



Click on Data, then New Calculated Column.

Instead of using a calculator and writing down all the Squares of my Time 

data, I will use this cool function the computer has.  It will make a new 

column of data for me by calculating based off of some previous data.



Since I’m squaring my Time data, I will call 

this data “Time^2”.  The ^ symbol can be 

found be pressing Shift+6.  It indicates 

exponent.

Short name: t^2

Unit: s^2

Expression:

Click on “Variables (Columns)” and click 

on Time.  Then type in “^2”.

What you are doing is inputting your Time 

data, and then squaring it.

Therefore your new column will be your 

Time column, squared.



Voila!  There is your new Time^2 column.  You have successful squared your 

Time data.  Click your x-axis variable “Time (s)” and you can plot “Time^2” 

instead.

Doing so, you are going to plot 

Time^2 vs. Volume, instead of 

Time vs. Volume.



Awesome.  Check it out.  When you graphed Time^2 vs. Volume, the data 

became a straight line.  This is how you know what the equation is going to 

be.  [If the function was not y=x2, then it would not be a straight line.  

Perhaps another curved line.]  Now you know that Volume is directly 

proportional to Time^2.

To make an equation, let’s follow our basic line-equation format: y=mx+b

y axis – Volume

m – 0.99 mL/s^2

x axis – Time^2

b – 3.1 mL

Formula:    V = (0.99 mL/s^2) t^2 + (3.1 mL)



Now take a look at your own data.  If you do a quick sketch of your data on a graph, what formula might be used to 
describe your data?

On Wednesday, we will be plotting and linearizing our data.  Come prepared having reviewed these slides so that 
you are familiar with the concept and how to use Logger Pro.


